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ABSTRACT  Surviving brick clamps at Grove Creek Plantation provide exceptional information about the brick industry that flourished in the antebellum era along the Cooper River. Both the topography and natural resources necessary for brick making supported the industrial production of brick along the Cooper River and its tributaries from the colonial period into the post-bellum era. At the Grove Plantation, the arrangement of clay and sand pits, work yards, wells, and clamps are still intact provide a unique opportunity to explore the brick production process as it evolved to met growing demand for building materials from nearby Charleston. Most brick clamps were temporary structures, dismantled after each burning, leaving behind only scorched earth and fragments of brick. The surviving Grove Plantation clamps offer an exceptional research opportunity. This thesis analyzes the brick making processes employed at the Grove, from clay and sand mining to molding to firing and shipping. Results of physical and chemical analysis of brick, sand, and clay specimens taken from the site are compared to brick samples from Charleston. The results of this comparison link the production of brick at the Grove to buildings in Charleston and provide initial results in the application of XRF technology as a diagnostic tool in architectural investigation.  
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION  On September 22, 1989 Hurricane Hugo decimated the South Carolina Lowcountry. Residents listened to tornados tear through neighborhoods while winds roared up to 140 miles per hour. In some areas, the storm surge rose up to twenty feet. The storm caused an estimated $7 billion damage and took 49 lives.1 Not all the damage resulted in misfortune. The winds that knocked forests to their knees also uprooted an oak tree growing along Grove Creek.  When it fell, the tree unearthed the remains of a brick clamp. Due to the extent of the forest surrounding the clamp, and its location inside a 6,000 acre tract of land owned by BP Chemical, its existence was virtually unnoted until ten years later when an Eagle Scout project, the clearing of a nature trail, discovered brick rubble and wall fragments.  This thesis explores brickmaking at the Grove Plantation, one of approximately thirty plantations in the Cooper River region that turned to brick production in the post-Revolutionary era. The convergence of several factors supported the emergence of brickmaking as an important plantation industry at the Grove. First, the natural materials necessary for brick production, clay and sand, were present in abundant quantities and easily accessible. Second, the site, adjacent to a tributary of the Cooper River provided water access to Charleston where a voracious appetite for brick accompanied an antebellum building boom. Third, 
                                                 1 “Historical Hurricanes in South Carolina,” NOAA. http://www.weather.gov/. 
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overseers of brick making operations could rely on enslaved Africans for the labor required in a process that while organized on an industrial scale still depended on human labor. This thesis evaluates brick making at Grove Plantation, presenting it as a case study of the brick industry in the South Carolina Lowcountry, particularly the brick plantations that flourished along the east branch of the Cooper River. This thesis addresses several questions pertaining to the history of brickmaking at the Grove, the first of which are architectural, historical and technological in character: 
• How and why did a brick industry develop east of the Cooper River? 
• What natural resources and what landscape features made the site it conducive to brick production?   
• What evidence survives of brick making at the Grove?   
• What does surviving physical evidence reveal about the brick making process at the Grove?  This thesis has a second technological purpose, the evaluation of the application of geophysical analysis to historic bricks.  While historical information makes it clear that bricks produced along the Cooper River were shipped to buildings sites in Charleston, XRF technology was used to (1) Describe the properties of the sands and clays used in Grove Plantation bricks, and (2) Compare the geophysical properties of Grove Plantation brick to brick used in the construction of antebellum buildings in Charleston.  With that evidence in hand, the thesis asked this question: 
• Can XRF analysis be used as a diagnostic tool to identify sources of bricks used in Charleston?   
  3 
“They used to make bricks here.” Herb Fraiser, formerly a reporter with the Charleston Post & Courier newspaper and more recently a chronicler of Lowcountry history, recorded these words a small boy remembered about things his father told him.2  It has long been known that bricks were produced on some portion of the property which exists as 6,000 property BP now owns along the Cooper River between Grove and Flagg Creeks. Through this project, proposals were made for the future of this site. The objective is to not only interpret the Grove’s history, but to use that knowledge to create an educational tool. The conclusions reached in this thesis will be used as the basis for interpretive elements to be added to the site.  
Location The location for this study is along a creek off the Cooper River, in Cainhoy, South Carolina. The following maps are to orient the reader (See Figures 1.1 – 1.2). The BP Chemical, Cooper River Plant is situated thirteen miles north east of Charleston, on the eastern bank of the Cooper River, between Flagg Creek and Grove Creek. The site of this study is nine and one-half acres of woodland, positioned three quarters of a mile from the Cooper River, just north of the plant.  
                                                 2 Herb Frazier, Behind God’s Back: Gullah Memories Cainhoy, Wando, Huger, Daniel 
Island, St. Thomas Island, South Carolina (Charleston, S.C: Evening Post Books, 2011), 24. 
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Figure 1.1: The Grove Location on the Cooper River (USGS Melgrove 1919). 
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Figure 1.2: BP Chemical Cooper River Plant with Site Location (Google Map 2015). An archaeological study of several areas of the property conducted in the 1978 uncovered the evidence of brickmaking such as buried ruins of structures and other evidence of plantation life.3 The intention of that study was to locate and document historical sites on portions of the tract slated for development.  A survey explored select locations within the tract but did not explore the historical function of the sites it discovered.  This project focuses on one of the sites identified by the 1978 survey. Since construction of the Eagle scout project nature trail which winds 
                                                 
3 Elaine B. Herold, Stanley G. Knick III, and Allen Liss, An Archaeological Survey of the 
Grove Plantation Site (Boswell Track) (Charleston: Charleston Museum, 1978).; 
Elaine B. Herold and Kay R. Scruggs, An Historical Survey of the Grove and Flagg 
Plantation Sites (Boswell and Hendricks Tracks) (Charleston: Charleston Museum, 
1975).; 
Michael O. Hartley and Robert L. Stephenson, An Archaeological Survey of the Flagg 
Plantation Site (Hendricks Track) (Charleston: Charleston Museum, 1975).  
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through a nine and one half-acre segment of the forest that surrounds BP’s industrial operations, plant managers, employees and visitors of a nearby recreation area have known that some brick making activity was conducted in the study area. Brick fragments litter the ground, paving the forest floor in some places, forming mounds in others (See Appendix Figure B–1). But as the focus and purpose of the nature trail was to draw attention to local flora and fauna, no further effort beyond noting the location of these buried structures and brick formations was conducted. This thesis picks up the unfinished project of fully recording and explaining the significance of the buried industrial buildings and structures at the Grove.   In many ways, anonymity protected the integrity of the site. Few indications remained above ground that attracted unwanted notice. Even in the short span during which this study was been conducted, vandalism followed new attention brought to the site. While curiosity brought a desire to understand the site and protect its significance, it has also brought an increase traffic which threatened the fragile nature of these cultural resources. Bringing new attention to the Grove Plantation’s brick clamps, one of the goals of this project, will, it is hoped, inspire new appreciation for the site.  That, in turn, encourages the formulation of new policies that will protect it for future generations.   The purpose of this thesis is multifaceted. The site on Grove Creek is a self-contained example of brick production on the Cooper River and has been used as a case study in understanding the brick making process in the Lowcountry. This thesis discusses the Grove’s history in the context of the Cainhoy area, the process of brick 
  7 
making employed there, physical analysis of the site, its soil, and bricks. Analysis focused on the physical description of the site, brick samples taken from the site, as well as clay and sand samples from the surrounding area. The features of the site were interpreted as to their connections to each other and their purpose in the production process.  Field research and later laboratory analysis identified two distinct molding methods at the site. By comparing brick size and patterns found on the brick, it was determined that the bricks produced at Grove Plantation were hand molded and cast molded. Hand molded bricks were formed in wooden molds and varied slightly in size. Cast molded bricks were formed in cast iron molds that left markings on the bricks’ stretcher face and produced bricks identical in size. Geophysical analysis of brick samples taken from the clamp site confirmed them as being produced from local source material. Additional brick samples from the Lowcountry were compared to Grove brick identify similarities which indicated they can be associated with an adjacent site. The presence of these two types of brick, one associated generally with production in the antebellum period and earlier, the second generally associated with production in the past bellum era, indicate that brick production at the Grove extended use over a period of time.  
Methodology  To explain the brick production at the Grove, this thesis discusses investigates the history of the plantation and its relationship to other brick making plantation in and around the historical communities of Cainhoy and Huger, the process of brick 
  8 
making, and the industrial ruins associated with brick production. The thesis also presents a physical and chemical analysis of brick produced at the site. The history of the Grove was established through the investigation of primary and secondary source material. A chain of title established the owners of the plantation. From that list, biographical information about owners of the site were compiled. Primary sources such as wills, maps, deeds, and city directories established a timeline for brick making at the plantation. Knowledge of the brick making process was indispensable to understanding why brick production at the Grove. The proximity of necessary raw material, primarily sand and clay, a location for molding and burning, and access to transportation are determinates for site choice. The types of kilns used, the process of these kiln types, the function of a work yard, and the purpose of any associated structures revealed how this site may have been used and why it would have been better suited to brickmaking than other locations on the property. A site plan, based on field recording, depicts how this property functioned as a production center. A methodical survey identified features associated with brick making across the site. Relevant features of the landscape were mapped and recorded with GPS tags. These points combined with measurements of all structures were compiled to create a plan of the existing structure and site plan of the production area. The site plan predicted the location of additional unknown elements of the production site, such as other fragments of the structure and additional clamp features.  
  9 
Multiple brick samples were taken from the building and within the clamp for analysis. Samples were labeled designating the structure of origin. Each sample was representative of the structure. By evaluating the surrounding area clay and sandy areas were discovered adjacent to the production area. Seventeen samples were tested; fourteen bricks, two clay, and one sand. Of the brick samples four were from Structure A, seven were from the clamp, and three were fragments from the trail and an adjacent.  Clay and sand samples were taken from source pits located adjacent to the molding yard. Four clay pits and one sand pit have been identified. Samples were obtained from two of the clay pits and the sand pit. Each sample was taken six inches below the starting depth of the desired source. The sample was labeled with the source pit designation and recorded with GPS coordinates. The samples of brick, clay, and sand were evaluated by their physical and chemical characteristic. Physical analysis of brick samples and soil resources revealed the extent of the Grove’s brick industry. By inspecting of a collection of brick samples from the kiln; the variations in size, form, and color illustrated the range of production and methods of forming and firing the bricks. The variations in brick size and styles were evaluated to determine the date of production and production technology of the brickmaking operation at the Grove.  Analyzing by size sorted the brick samples into two groups. While Group A fluctuated in size, they were normally larger than Group B. This variation in size was the first process of sorting the samples. Each following process further defined these 
  10 
groups and was used to determine the production method. Molding methods were determined by the size comparison. Hand made wooden molds were not typically consistent in size, varying up to half an inch in dimensions at a given production site. Cast molds were much more standard in size as the molds themselves were cast from a fixed mold.  The color range and inclusions were analyzed for variations. Color was determined by visual confirmation of Munsell Soil Colors. Each brick was examined under varied lighting conditions to determine the most accurate color designation. The Munsell Soil Colors chart characterizes colors into groups determined by hue, value and chroma. This color description provides a comparable standard by which the samples were grouped.  Microscopic analysis was conducted on a Leica Mz95 stereomicroscope. This analysis considered sand content within the brick and compared against the sand samples from the sand pit. Particulates are compared first for their size. In soil classification, particulates are defined as sand when they range between 0.003 and 0.190 inches in diameter, with fine sand ranging from 0.017 to 0.017 inches. Samples are then sorted by the consistency of particulates, described from poorly sorted to well sorted. Roundness is described as angular, subangular, subrounded, rounded, or well rounded. And finally, the sphericity is categorized as low, medium, or highly spherical.  Chemical analysis provided a variety of insights. Analysis was conducted Bruker Tracer Series Portable XRF Analyzer. Samples were dry brushed with a soft nylon 
  11 
brush, then cleaned with low-pressure compressed air. Each sample tested in three locations to achieve an accurate result. The sand and clay located in the vicinity of the kilns was compared to bricks fired in the kilns. The correlation of trace elements demonstrated that the bricks were produced from resources located on site. Brick samples were then compared to samples from other locations to demonstrate the differences in trace elements between sites and the correlation between bricks produced at the Grove and bricks found in Charleston.  Minor clearing of the site was necessary to determine the layout of the kilns as well as the function of the surrounding structures. Assessment of other artifacts found at the site, such as nails and hardware, were used to establish eras of usage at the kiln site.  Samples from the older trees are used to postulate when the work yard ceased to function and was overgrown by the surrounding forest.  As an addendum to this study, a plan for the documentation and treatment of metal artifacts found at the site was created. Artifacts used in this study have been documented and treated in accordance to this plan. A report is included in Appendix C. Moreover, a preservation plan for the site as a whole has been prepared to guide the process of transitioning the site into an educational tool for future generations. This plan will be necessary in developing the area to accommodate visitors without injuring its significance.   Through this project, proposals were made for the future of this site. The objective is to not only interpret the Grove’s history, but to use that knowledge to 
  12 
create an educational tool. The conclusions reached in this thesis will be used as the basis for interpretive elements to be added to the site.    
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CHAPTER TWO GROVE HISTORY   The Grove’s history is crucial to the understanding of how the site developed. Wills, land grants, records of conveyance, and maps depict changes in ownership and property size. Some owners bought adjacent properties, increasing the size of the plantation. Changes in ownership often indicated alterations on the property and potentially in brick production methods. This history was used to determine the development of the Grove’s brick production. The property belonging to BP Chemical is now part of a 6,000 acre tract, but it once was a plantation of varying size known as The Grove. A brief survey of the property’s history was compiled in 1975 to aid an archaeological study. This study focused on the portion of the property which was acquired by Amoco after their purchase of the property, which is south of the study area for this thesis. Of that 6,000 acre property, approximately 500 acres is built upon. The rest has remained natural.  The fragmented history of The Grove began with parcels of land belonging to multiple people. No land grant for the property has been found. As early as 1767 the property directly north of Flagg Plantation, part of what would eventually be the Grove, was owned by John Correar.4 In 1772 King George III granted Robert Rowand 
                                                 4 Charleston County Register of Mesne Conveyance, H3-504. 
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an adjacent property in what was then Craven County.5 This land grant lists his neighbor to the south as Clement Lamprier, owner of Grove Plantation (See Appendix Figure A-2). How Lamprier procured the property is unknown. Lamprier’s 1776 will left the property to his wife Sarah (See Appendix Figure A-3).6 Sarah in turn left Clement Lamprier’s estate to their grandson Clement Prince to be managed by executors until he came of age. The will, dating 1784, named Sarah’s nephews Jacob Read, William Read, and Jacob I’On as executors (See Appendix Figures A-4 – A-8). 7 Though Prince would not sell him the property until 1812, Thomas Karwon began buying adjacent properties from Robert Smith in 1810. One of these was purchased from Isaac Edwards after he bought it from Robert Smith (See Table 2.1). 8 Karwon began the process of uniting neighboring parcels.      
                                                 5 South Carolina. Secretary of State; South Carolina. Department of Archives and History, South Carolina Land Grant, Colonial Series, 1699-1788 (Columbia: South Carolina Secretary of State) Vol. 34, 16. 6 Charleston County Will Book, 1780 – 1783, 45. 7 Will Book A: 1783-86, 351. 8 Charleston County Deed Book C8-239. Charleston County Deed Book C8-409. 
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Date Grantor Grantee July 28, 1810 Robert Smith Thomas Karwon November 7, 1810 Robert Smith Isaac Edwards November 7, 1810 Robert Smith Thomas Karwon 
Table 2.1: Robert Smith Tract. Several sections of  property joined to create the property that 
eventually compromised the Grove. Like other holders, Karwon’s possession was short. Within fourteen years he relinquished the land to another owner. The property had a surprisingly high rate of turnover, seldom passed down to an heir after the initial owner and his wife. Thomas Karwon united adjacent tracts to increase the property’s size and would hold the united property until his death. Shortly after, his executors sold the property to John Gordon according to Karwon’s wishes.9 Gordon’s ownership was even shorter than Karwon’s at only nine years. It was during Gordon’s ownership that a notable shift occurred. In 1829 Charleston directory, the only John Gordon named is a bricklayer with a residence at 218 Meeting Street. Two years later at the same address, John Gordon’s profession was that of planter. This change occurs just a few short years after his procurement of the Grove property. Some change occurred during Gordon’s tenure increasing the value of the plantation. The Mills Atlas, published in 1825, is a collection of South Carolina’s political districts.10 The Charleston District of the Mills Atlas showed J. Gordon as the owner, though it 
                                                 9 Charleston RMC. H8-121. 10 “Atlas of the State of South Carolina by Robert Mills,” South Carolina Department 
of Archives and History, Library.sc.edu/digital.collections.millsabout.html. 
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named the adjacent creek as Moreland Creek, rather than Grove Creek (See Figures 2.1 & 2.2).11 Gordon’s ownership of the property did not last long however. In 1835 he sold the property to Edmund Ravenel. Unlike other owners, Edmund maintained ownership for almost forty years (See Table 2.2).  Ravenel saw the end of the plantation’s brick production following the Civil War.  
 
Figure 2.1: Mills Atlas 1825, Charleston District.   
                                                 11 Charleston County Deed Book H8-121. 
Charleston City Directory 1829, 48. 
Charleston City Directory 1831, 77. 
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Figure 2.2: Charleston District, Mills Atlas 1825. Shows the property of John Gordon adjacent 
to Moreland (later Grove) Creek.   
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Date Grantor Grantee January 10, 1767 - John Correar September 8, 1772 - Clement Lampriere June 8, 1776 Clement Lampriere Sarah Lampriere April 21, 1810 Sarah Lampriere Clement Prince April 27, 1812 Clement L. Prince Thomas Karwon March 10, 1826 Thomas Karwon John Gordon May 25, 1835 John Gordon Edmund Ravenel  Edmund Ravenel William Ravenel November 21, 1885  William & Edwin Welling 1893  Sanders Family April 21, 1893 J. Samuel Sanders Thomas J. Samuels & John S. Sanders  - 1899 Samuel Sanders  1904 J. L. Sanders  1904 - 1908 Mary S. Barnes & Edward C. Sanders  1899 - 1904 Thomas J. Sanders      
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Table 2.2: Clement Lamprier Tract. Combined Properties Forming the Grove (Herold, An 
Historical Survey of the Grove and Flagg Plantation Sites). In the decade leading up to the Civil War, the Daniel Island-Cainhoy brickyards were producing in excess of four million bricks a year.12 The Civil War would bring that to an end, and no further documents would connect owners of the Grove with brick. The 1860 census described an extensive family residing at The Grove. The owner of the tract was sixty-three year old Edmund Ravenel, a planter, owned real estate worth $18,000, with a personal estate valued at $64,000. His family was composed of two women in their thirties, two women in their twenties, a nineteen year old student of medicine (Edmund), and a teenage girl (See Appendix Figure A-17) (See Appendix Figure A-19). Ten years after the war, the property was sold to William Ravenel. The frequent turnover of ownership resumes at this point, William Ravenel’s occupancy lasting just over a decade. With the forfeiture of its workforce, the plantation was no longer as valuable as its pre-war era. Unlike other owners William Ravenel had other businesses within the city. The Charleston City 
and General Business Directory for 1855 lists, William Ravanel, at 16 East Bay Street 
                                                 
12 Frazier, Behind God’s Back, 58. 
(1899 – 1921 John S. Sanders  1921 – 1928 Lula Sanders                        
      1938 –  December 31, 1941 T P. O. Mead A. N. Manucy Theodore E. Bowers 1956 Elizabeth Bowers  
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operated Ravenel & Company, factors and commission merchants. This was a potential venue for the sale of merchandise from The Grove.13 Shortly after, from 1856 through 1860, merchant, William Ravenel, operated Ravenel & Company from his residence at 5 East Bay Street.14 Notations on the various grants, maps, and other documents display the tumultuous history of the surrounding. Boundaries constantly fluctuated, the Cainhoy area was in a state of constant flux. While the limits of St. Thomas Parish was constant, most of the surrounding landmarks for this site have undergone several name changes. Alterations through the 1900s can explain many of the features seen on the site today. These maps track the many changes on the property. The U. S. Geological Survey from 1919, Melgrove Quadrangle, showed manipulations of the land in the study area. As seen on USGS 1919 and Mills Atlas, Flagg Creek was then called Simons or Gibson Creek. Grove Creek was at one point Moreland Creek, and another portion of it was called Elevenmile Creek (See Figure 2.3). The boundaries of the Grove were clearly defined. Though shown as part of the Grove property, there appears to be little activity on the study site (See Figure 2.4) (See Appendix Figure B–2 for entire map). 
                                                 13 Charleston City Directory 1855, 87. 14 Charleston City Directory 1856, 149.  
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Figure 2.3: Mills Atlas, Charleston District. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: USGS 1919. 
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Just over twenty years later, in 1940, the U. S. Geological Survey, Melgrove Quadrangle displayed alterations throughout the rest of the property, while the study area saw little modification. While a road adjacent to the site was developed in the interim, indications in the topography lines in the 1919 map indicate some sort of path may have already been in place. This road, though segregating the area, does not traverse the site (See Figure 2.5) (See Figure B-3 for entire map). 
 
Figure 2.5: USGS 1940.  The USGS 1958 map shows the staging for what would eventually become the Amoco Chemical plant. The area between Grove Creek and Flagg Creek had undergone extensive alteration, but due to the isolated location of the study area, adjacent to a bend in Grove Creek, there is little impression on the study site (See 
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Figure 2.6). This aspect of the site is still seen today and has attributed to the protection of the area. The house that once sat on the property, moved as part of the Amoco purchase, is nothing but a memory of what was (See Figure 2.7) (See Appendix Figure B–4 for entire map). 
 
Figure 2.6: USGS 1958.  
 
 
Figure 2.7: Grove House (Courtesy of Ernie Nelson). 
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CHAPTER THREE CAINHOY, BRICKS, AND CHARLESTON  Brick was integral to Charleston. With the danger of fire and the destruction caused by the earthquake of 1886, producing brick was a profitable enterprise for many of the Lowcountry’s plantations. In the history of Charleston brick making there were in excess of eighty brick production sites in the Charleston area. Of these, more than fifty were found to the east of the Cooper River, approximately two-thirds were along the river itself and its tributaries. Though brick was made since the colony’s creation, the industry reached its height from the time of the Great Fire of 1740 to the start of the Civil War.15   Like many colonial towns the proximity of structures, extensive use of wood construction, and cooking and heating fires increased the risk of fire in Charleston. Over the course of its history, much of Charleston south of present day Calhoun Street has been devastated by fire (See Figure 3.1) (See Appendix Figure B–6 for entire map). 16 Through the mid 1700s and early 1800s Charleston was plagued by a series of fires which would eventually lead to laws requiring structures be built of 
                                                 15 Linda F Stine, Carolinas Historical Landscapes: Archaeological Perspectives, (Knoxville: Univ Tennessee Press, 1997), 97, 99.; Miles, East Cooper Gazetteer, 30, 15. 16 Alfred O. Halsey, Halsey Map of Charleston 1949. South Carolina Room, Charleston County Library. 
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brick or masonry.17 Brick proved indispensible to Charleston, as it was for many cities, a way to minimize the risk of fire. 
 
Figure 3.1: Halsey Map of Charleston. Fires on the Lower Peninsula.  Though the city made numerous adaptions to deal with the after effects of fire, the more significant actions were the preventative ones. The frequency and extent of fires in colonial cities lead many to create policies to limit the chances of fire and the degree of damage it could cause. Charleston and many of her contemporaries 
                                                 
17 Emma Hart. Building Charleston: Town and Society in the Eighteenth-Century British 
Atlantic World (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2009), 69. 
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regulated construction at this time, limiting the use of wood and encouraging brick or masonry construction. Laws such as Portsmouth, New Hampshire’s Brick Act of 1814 required all new construction within the city to be of masonry construction.18 Among the first of these laws was the Charleston Fire Act which created the demand for brick through two statements, first it stated that:   And forasmuch as the Building with Brick or Stone is not entirely more comely and durable, but is also more safe against the future Perils of Fire…all Buildings hereafter to be erected or built in Charles Town be henceforth made of Brick or Stone, or of Brick and Stone together; and be covered with Tile, Slate, Stone or Bricks, except Doors, Door Cases, and Window Frames and Window Shutters.19  The act created a need for brick and stone. The Act also regulated prices for brick and masonry. It stipulated that no seller could:   make the late Calamity a Pretense to extort unreasonable or excessive Prices or Wages…That no Person or Persons whatsoever, shall for the Space of Ten Years from the Passing of this Act demand, have, receive, or take any greater Sum or Sums that the several Rates and Prices hereafter appointed.20  The list of controlled prices described the brick choices available in Charleston. Of three brick types, those from Charleston were given the best advantage. Charleston brick were allowed to be sold for £5 per thousand. English brick, which had to be imported, was only permitted a price of £6 per thousand. New England bricks, which also required extensive transport, sold at £3 10s per thousand and marked 
                                                 
18 Bernard L. Herma, Town House: Architecture and Material Life in the Early American 
City, 1780-1830 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 110. 19 “Charleston Fire Act,” South-Carolina Gazette Number 357, December 18, 1740. 20 Ibid. 
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the lowest end of the price range (See Figure 3.2) (See Appendix Figures A-42 – A-45 for entire Act). These prices created a definite advantage for Lowcountry brick makers. With the shortest distance to transport their wares and at the upper end of the price range, local brick makers could achieve the greatest profits and discouraged the import from other locations. 
 
Figure 3.2: South-Carolina Gazette Number 357. December 18, 1740. Rates Dictated by the 
Charleston Fire Act.  While these values were to enable builders to comply with the new regulations, they also created a definite advantage for the brick makers of the surrounding Lowcountry. With the shortest transported distance and at the upper 
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end of the price range, this allowed the local brick makers to achieve the greatest profits and discouraged the import from other locations. Furthering this disparity, the city’s rates of wharfage, determined by state law in 1778, excused coastal vessels from some of the docking fees.21 The same rates of wharfage list bricks among the common items brought to the city, whether from upriver or abroad, and charge the remarkably low price of 15.5 cents per thousand bricks (See Appendix Figure A–46). All of these factors furthered use of brick in Charleston and improved the prominence brick produced in the Lowcountry. While the Charleston Fire Act regulated brick prices for a time, eventually the price of brick began to rise. By the late 1700s prices ranged from $4.00 to $7.00 per thousand depending on quality.22 At the height of its operation, in 1854, Boone Hall Plantation would reach prices of over $8.00 per thousand bricks but this was with a mechanized molding process, not hand molding as was employed at the Grove.23 These rates allowed many plantations to amass a fortune producing brick.24  “Rice was the money crop… for over two hundred years its characteristics and requirements molded Low Country life as nothing else did.”25 Though rice ruled, brick was an additional source of income for many plantations. King George’s War, 
                                                 21 R. S. Purse, Charleston City Directory and Strangers Guide for 1856 (New York: J.F. Trow, 1856), 238. 
22 Lucy Wayne, Burning Brick : A Study of a Lowcountry Industry (Gainesville: University of Florida, 1992), 63. 23 Ibid., 69. 24 Irving, A Day on Cooper River, 23 25 Samuel Gaillard Stoney, Plantations of the Carolina Low Country. Edited by Albert Simons and Samuel Lapham (New York: Dover Publications, 1990). 
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1744-1748, created a decline in the rice industry, lowering demand and increasing shipping costs.26  While the drop in rice prices spurred the planting of indigo on some plantations, others were not suited to indigo as a crop.27 Brabant Plantation, which would later become part of the Grove, and the Grove were both rice plantations. Brickmaking was compatible with the rice crop as they were both seasonal productions, brick typically being burned in the winter and spring.28 Plantations that produced both “enjoyed a sound economic mixture of agriculture and industry by making rice while the weather was hot and brick when it was cold.”29 Unlike rice, brick required little investment from the plantation as brickmaking did not require seed or similar purchases, as did crops and needed few hands to operate.30 Rice remained the principal industry in St. Thomas & St. Denis Parish until the Civil War. In 1850, rice earned $119, 040 while brick produced considerably less income, $29,960. Comparatively, production at plantations on the Wando River in Christ Church Parish were more balanced with an income of $32,803 from rice and $34,160 from bricks.31  In the Cainhoy area, each brickmaking planter produced anywhere from 300,000 to 1,500,000 bricks annually, depending on the size of their enterprise. 
                                                 
26  Hart, Building Charleston, 36. 27 Wayne, Burning Brick, 35. 28 Ibid., 46. 29 Samuel Gaillard Stoney, Plantations of the Carolina Low Country, 48. 30 Wayne, Burning Brick, 65, 69. 31 U.S. Census 1850. 
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Together these plantations produced more than 4.25 million bricks a year32  (See Table 3.1). John Gordon, owner of the Grove from 1826 until 1835, fell in the middle of this range, producing 600,000 bricks yearly across his three plantations. This number may represents the lower range of his brick production capacity. By this time he had sold one of his brickmaking plantations.  
Name Capital Invested Hands Employed Wages/ Labor 
Annual Products: Brick Male Female Male Female Quantity Value John Sanders $28,000  15 15 $105  $75  700,000 $4,900  John L. O’Hear $20,000  11 11 $77  $55  580,000 $4,060  John Marshall $45,000  30 20 $210  $100  1,500,000 $10,500  J.B. Gordon $30,000  15 12 $105  $60  600,000 $4,200  J. Venning $30,000  13 10 $91  $50  600,000 $4,200  G. Thompson $10,000  7 - $49  - 300,000 $2,100  
Table 3.1: Brick Makers of St. Thomas & St. Denis Parish (Compiled from U.S. Census 1850.  
Brickmakers, Charleston). The process of brick making was quite consistent across the Lowcountry with variations of clamp kilns found at most production sites. There is little evidence of progressions in technology at production sites. Though there were improvements throughout the 1800s in the mixing and molding processes of brick making, it is probable that brick makers in the Charleston area continued to use “the traditional 
                                                 32 Ibid. 
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hand process” workforce of slaves.33 Given that the industry did not survive the emancipation, there was no need to supplement the loss of workforce. “Of the many brickyards on the Wando and Cooper Rivers, only the one at Boone Hall was strong enough to survive the post-war depression.”34 An archaeological survey evaluated brick making sites found along Horlbeck and Boone Hall Creek, once Palmetto Grove Plantation, using Andrew Ure’s 1840 definition of a brick clamp: [The clamps are] made of the bricks themselves, and generally of an oblong form. The foundation is laid with the place brick, or the driest of those just made, and then the bricks to be burnt are built up, tier upon tier, as high as the clamp is meant to be, with two or three inches of breeze or cinders strewed between each layer of bricks, and the whole covered with a thick stratum of breeze. The fireplace is perpendicular, about three fee high, and generally placed at the west end; and the flues are formed by gathering or arching the bricks over, so as to leave a space between each of nearly a brick wide. The flues run straight through the clamp, and are filled with wood, coals, and breeze, pressed closely together. If the bricks are to be burnt off quickly, which may be done in 20 or 30 days, according as the weather may suit, the flues should be only at about six feet distance; but if there be no immediate hurry, they may be placed nine feet asunder, and the clamp left to burn off slowly.35  The kilns found at Palmetto Grove are this type of clamp kiln. Previous research has shown that it is often difficult to determine the extent to which the clamp kiln is used as they were typically dismantled and all of the produced bricks sold.36 
                                                 33 Eric C. Poplin, Kara Bridgman Sweeney, and Michael Patrick Hendrix, Cultural 
Resources Survey and Testing at the Harper Tract, Berkeley County, South Carolina, 38.  34 Suzannah Smith Miles, East Cooper Gazetteer: People, Places, and Events in History, (Charleston, S.C: History Press), 15. 35 Ure, A Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines, 185. 36 Wayne, Burning Brick, 25. 
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Therefore the single-use clamp may have been more common in the Lowcountry. Lucy Wayne discusses this type of kiln and its relationship to the Wando River in her study, Burning Brick.  Most of the clamps she discusses are of the semi permanent type found at the Grove. Two of these clamps were found on the Harper Tract on Beresford Creek in Berkeley Country. This property, which once belonged to Thomas Elfe, produced bricks in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Further up the Cooper River, on the East Branch, lay Limrick Plantation. A 1755 inventory listed brick making tools including brick molds. It is not known how the hand-molded brick were burned at Limrick Plantation, but from the lack of evidence it is assumed they employed some type of temporary kiln or clamp. One of the best examples of the variations among these kilns is the site found at the Charleston Naval Weapons Station. This location contains examples of a semi-permanent clamp kiln, a brick and tile manufacturing kiln, and a scove kiln. 37  Down the river from the Grove, above Daniel Island was Moreland, owned by John Moore. Suzannah Smith Miles cited a November 20, 1760 Gazette advertisement, “Bricks to be Sold, in any Quantity from 6,000 to several hundred thousand, by JOHN MOORE of St. Thomas Parish.”38 Given the timeline of brick production at the surrounding plantations it is feasible that brick production began at the Grove concurrently to its neighbors in the mid 1700s, but there is little evidence to substantiate this.  
                                                 37 Poplin, Cultural Resources Survey, 177, 65, 50.  38 Miles, East Cooper Gazetteer, 80.  
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The earliest record of brick making at the Grove is the 1829 Charleston City Directory which named John Gordon as a brick layer. Under John Gordon, the Grove’s brick industry flourished. It was said that: The extensive brick-making on Cooper River was sometimes a very profitable second string to rice. One old lady, said to have been Mrs. Frost, advised by three successive dreams, turned to it as an industry, and like [John] Gordon, made a fortune.39 It is likely at this time that the change in molds occurred to compensate for the increase in production. Listings in the local directory showed a change in Gordon’s social standing between 1829 and 1831 from that of bricklayer to that of planter indicating a significant increase in income. However, Gordon’s enterprises were not limited to the Grove. He eventually owned Brickyard Plantation and Moreland, also along the Cooper River, and produced bricks on them as well. The Grove’s neighbors likewise flourished (See Figure 3.3). 
                                                 39 Irving, A Day on Cooper River, 23. 
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Figure 3.3:Brick Advertisement (Charleston City Directory 1856). 
None, however, produced bricks on the scale of John Horlbeck of Boone Hall Plantation. Conflicting from the pattern set forth by other Lowcountry brick makers, the Horlbecks procured a brickmaking machine. Though there are records that some plantations along the Cooper River were considering mechanization as well, only Horlbeck produced a quantity that indicated such a purchase (See Table 3.2).40  In the decade leading up to the Civil War Horlbeck averaged 2,510,885 bricks produced annually.    
                                                 40 Wayne, Burning Brick, 59. 
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Name Capital Invested Raw Material Hand Employed Wages/ Labor Annual Products: Brick Kind Quantity Value Male Female Male Female Quanty Value Daniel  Legare $7,000 Pine 70 cords $135 7 7 $7 $5 70,000 $500 
John Horlbeck $75,000 Wood 3,500 cords $5,250 50 35 $50 $75 4,000,000 $28,000  - Coal 200 tons $1,400 - - - - - - T.H.I.  White $17,500 Wood 600 cords $900 13 17 $91 $60 700,000 $5,600 
Table 3.2: Brick Makers of Christ Church Parish. (Compiled from U.S. Census 1850.  
Brickmakers, Charleston). The disparity in production output suggests that brick making process at John Gordon’s properties never included that of any steam powered machinery (See Table 3.3). This is corroborated by evidence found at the site. Few metal have been found in the layout of the production area or in the surrounding vicinity. This indicated that little, if any, forms of mechanization were used. While Gordon’s production output is comparable to similar hand molding operations in both Christ Church and St. Thomas & St. Denis Parishes, it does not achieve the yield of known steam powered operations such as that of John Horlbeck.  
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Table 3.3: Bricks Produced- Christ Church and St. Thomas & St. Denis Parishes (U.S. Census 
1850). Though the brick industry would become crucial to Charleston and the Lowcountry, with the exception of Boone Hall Plantation, it would not survive the depression following the Civil War. With the loss of slaves as a workforce and the lack of mechanization to supplement that force the majority of brick making sites could no longer function. The industrialization of the brick industry outside of Charleston produced better brick at a lower price that the Lowcountry brick makers could no longer match.41 Since Boone Hall Plantation had supplemented its 
                                                 41 Ibid., 60. 
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production with machinery its production was able to continue for a time. Other sites, such as the Grove, would be left to ruin.   
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CHAPTER FOUR  BRICKMAKING PROCESS  The process of brickmaking employed at the Grove is known as clamping. In this method, the bricks are not placed into a kiln but into a clamp or scove kiln42 (See Figure 4.1). This method is where there the bricks themselves form the structure where they are burned. The clamp may be located at ground level or below grade to contain the heat. The entire structure is usually temporary, though in some cases the passages which form the firebox and the depression in the ground where the bricks are place remain as permanent structures. The production process discussed here is limited to that used at the Grove (See Figure 4.2). 
 
Figure 4.1: Scove Kiln (Rhodes, Kilns, 44.)  
                                                 42 D. Rhodes, Kilns: Design, Construction, and Operation (Philadelphia: Chilton Book, 1968), 44. 
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Figure 4.2: Brick Production Process There are several types of clay used in brick making. These are distinguished by their physical characteristics and are found at varying depths. Surface clay is the most easily available due to its shallow depth. While all clays have a similar chemical makeup, this clay has a high oxide content at 10 to 25%. Shale clay is a harder, denser variety which makes mining more difficult. Its oxide content is similar to surface clay. Fire clay is most difficult to excavate as it is found at greater depths than the others. This clay’s oxide content is considerably less at 2 to 10%, and it typically includes fewer impurities.43 Surface clay is the focus of this study as it is the variety of clay most commonly used due to its accessibility. This source of clay can be mined by hand in long, shallow pits known as borrow pits and would match the evidence found at the Grove (See Figure 4.3). Much of the knowledge of the clay used for brickmaking in the Lowcountry is derived from the thesis of Lucy Wayne. There are five distinct types of clay in the Carolina Lowcountry: sandy clays, clayey sands, rich clays, marls, and vitreous clays. Sandy clay has a low shrinkage rate and high bonding strength due to the sand content. It is an excellent source for brickmaking. Rich clays produce a strong brick, but have a higher rate of shrinkage caused by the high clay, low sand content. Marls contents are variable and therefore not used alone but are used as an additive to other clays to strengthen and change 
                                                 43 Christine Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing Sixth Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill Professional, 2012), 10. 
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the final color.44 These different types of clays are typically found at different elevations. Wayne states that typically:  The sandy clays and clayey sands are found at elevations above 10 feet on sandy knolls and ridges in the pine flatwoods. They range in color from a mottled orange- yellow-brown-white sandy clay to a cream-colored to brown clay. Rich clays and marls are found below 10 feet in elevation in the flat swamplands and bottomlands along the rivers and creeks. These clays are generally dark brown to olive-green in color, grading down to marls. 45 Microscopic analysis showed that the clay found at the Grove is primarily sandy clay with some rich clay. The sandy clay and rich clay was evaluated in the physical analysis of the clay samples, discussed in Chapter Six. A combination of these types on site explains the chaotic mining patterns found at the site. The terrain around the production area varied to include lower swamplands and higher sandy knolls making mining difficult. Since the sandy clay was more desirable, extraction had to be careful to retrieve the preferred material.  
 
Figure 4.3: Clay Pit (Carson, The Chesapeake House: Architectural investigation by Colonial 
Williamsburg. 242). 
                                                 44 Wayne, Burning Brick, 72. 
45Wayne, Burning Brick, 73. 
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Historically, clay could be tempered in one of three ways, by hand, by pug mill, and in a ring pit.46 Pug mills and ring pits could be either horse or steam driven, but as no evidence of a steam engine has been recovered, only the horse driven mechanisms are discussed here. When mixing clay by hand, clay and water would be alternatingly be added into a pile until enough clay to produce two thousand three hundred and thirty-three bricks has been tempered, this is referred to as a “soak heap.”47  The clay is then mixed with water and hoed until homogeneous. Unlike when tempered in pug mills or ring pits, no pressure is applied to the clay when mixed by hand, which results in more porous bricks.  Pug mills were used by the Dutch as early as the seventeenth century. A pug mill or hopper consists of a wood or iron tub which fed into a shaft with rotating blades and is typically horse driven. The blades turn within the shaft, mixing and extruding the clay through the shaft (See Figure 4.4). The extruded mass of clay could then be cut and molded into brick.48 Clay would be run through the mill several times before being properly tempered. When powered by horses, the pit around the mill can be large enough to hold enough clay for seven thousand bricks. This pit would be semicircular, approximately eight feet in diameter from the mill 
                                                 46 Charles Davis, Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Brick, Tiles and Terra-Cotta, (Philadelphia: H.C. Baird &. Co. 1895), 106. 47 Ibid., 107. 48 Martin Hammond, Bricks and brickmaking, (England: Shire Publications, 1981), 5.; Davis, Practical Treatise, 109. 
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shaft, and four feet in depth. It should be enclosed by a brick wall and have a wooden base.49 
 
Figure 4.4: Shaft Section of Pug Mill (Davis, A Practical Treatise, 110).   An extruder functioned as an extension of the pug mill. Clay from the mill was fed through a die and extruded as a bar of clay. This bar was then sliced into bricks by blades or wire cutters. These machines could vary in size and function. Earlier models had a manually operated blade that the operator used to slice the individual bricks. Later machines could simultaneously cut multiple bricks at once using wire cutters. Eventually, models became a much larger scale and were steam powered (See Figure 4.5).50 
                                                 49 Ibid., 112.  
50 James Campbell and William Pryce, Brick: A World History (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 2003), 208. 
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Figure 4.5: Clay Extruder (Campbell, Brick: A World History, 208). A ring pits were “about twenty feet in diameter, two feet deep, and hold clay sufficient to make fourteen thousand bricks; they are cased around with hard-burned bricks, and the bottom is usually covered with oak planks.”51 A wheel is attached to a pole, projecting from a center shaft (See Figure 4.6). As the pole is rotated around the shaft, the wheel mixes and tempers the clay.   
                                                 51 Davis, A Practical Treatise, 115.  
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Figure 4.6: Ring Pit (Davis, A Practical Treatise, 116). 
Hand molding bricks can be done by a variety of methods. Those made at the Grove are believed to be slop molded. A wooden mold is dusted with sand. The clay is kneaded with sand to form a warp which is then thrown into the mold (See Figure 4.7). The excess is cut off. The mold is then overturned and the formed brick is removed and taken to dry.52 Later cast-iron molds were developed which made the process slightly easier. The molds were open at the top and bottom which assisted in the removal of the formed brick (See Figure 4.8). 
                                                 52 Hammond, Bricks and Brickmaking, 11. 
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Figure 4.7: Hand Molding (Hammound, Bricks and Brickmaking, 11). 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Molding Shed (Gerard Lynch. Brickwork: History, Technology and Practice: v.1&2. 
(London: Routledge, 2013) 18). Bricks must first air dry before being placed into the clamp for two reasons. First, this drying prevents the bricks from fracturing when the excess moisture 
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turns into steam. Secondly, since the construct is made of the bricks themselves, they must be able to support themselves. Each layer must carry the layers above. “All brickmakers will admit that the brick must be dry enough to stand the pressure of about fifty brick, or about three hundred pounds to the brick on edge.”53 Previously, bricks had been laid out in the sun and air dried, but this was an extensive process and left the bricks vulnerable until dried (See Figure 4.9). This lead to the use of drying sheds, or hacks, a covered structure that allowed the bricks to air-dry while protected from the weather.54 Bricks would be placed on a framework that would allow air to circulate without the bricks being damaged.55 The implementation of drying sheds allowed the bricks to dry slower and on each side equally, which would produce a stronger brick.56 Despite the protection from the elements, drying in the hack was still dependent on the weather and could range from seven days to six weeks.57  
                                                 53 J.W. Crary, Sixty Years a Brickmaker a Practical Treatise on Brickmaking and 
Burning and the Management and Use of Different Kinds of Clays and Kilns for Burning 
Brick : With a Supplement for New Beginners in Brickmaking, and Hints to Bricklayers 
and Builders (Indianapolis: T.A. Randall, 1890), 54. 
54 Cary Carson and Carl R. Lounsbury, The Chesapeake House: Architectural 
Investigation by Colonial Williamsburg (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 2013), 242. 55 Davis, Practical Treatise, 129. 
56 Crary, Sixty Years a Brickmaker, 7. 57 Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing, 14. 
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Figure 4.9: Work Yard (Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing, 15). Bricks are then placed into the clamp, which is a method of firing bricks without a kiln structure.58 A clamp is a long rectangular construct crossed by parallel passages which contain the fuel for the fires. The green bricks are stacked leaving parallel passages for the fires. Some operations comprised the entire structure of green brick, which is stacked into the form, burned, and disassembled to be shipped and stored. In some sites however, a thin framework of burned bricks is left after the process, these are the passages or fireboxes. These passages are left after each use and reused with each subsequent burn cycle. In this case the interior arch of the firebox is glazed to protect the bricks being fired. Gaps are left between the stacks of 
                                                 
58 Rhodes, Kilns, 44. 
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green bricks to allow air and heat to circulation (See Figure 4.10). The clamp can be at ground level or below grade. When located at ground level, the outer layer is covered with clay and straw to contain the heat.59 With clamps located below grade, the earth itself is used to retain the heat of the burning process, and the green bricks that are above ground level are similarly covered with clay and straw. By reusing the firebox passages, the number of clinker bricks is reduced. “Clinker” bricks occur when uneven firing hard-burns those bricks closest to the fire.60 Uneven firing causes multiple problems in the production of bricks. While excessive heat creates clinker bricks, underburned bricks are know as “salmon” bricks due to their light color. Salmon bricks occur at the top of the clamp stack where the heat from the fire does not reach. Though clinker bricks can be used for decorative purposes, most salmon bricks are often unusable due to their softness.    
                                                 59 Rhodes, Kilns, 44. 60 Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing, 16. 
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Figure 4.10: Clamp, Below Ground Example. Jamestown, Virginia (Lucy B. Wayne, Burning 
Brick, 89). Once the green bricks are stacked, the fires are lit from either end and built up until the entire firebox is lit. Bricks can be burned using either coal or wood for fuel. Coal is preferred in urban areas because of the scarcity of wood.61 In an area such as Cainhoy wood was more accessible, therefore preferred over coal. The fires are maintained for five days until the smoke changes in color, and the fire is seen through the top of the bricks. At this point the bricks begin to shrink or “settle.” The fire is increased to raise the temperature. This is when the iron oxide is converted to peroxide and is referred to as when “the bricks are to be painted red.”62 After the 
                                                 
61 Davis, A Practical Treatise, 144. 62 Davis, A Practical Treatise, 146. 
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fires are “burned off” the bricks remain as they are for another five days to cool and finishing settling (See Figure 4.11). 
 
Figure 4.11: Clamp, Above Ground Example (“Trading Secrets: A Different Kind of Baking 
Project Bricks”). The temperatures reached by the fires and the bricks they burn determines the outcome of the finished brick. Vitrification occurs when the temperatures are high enough to liquefy the silicates in the brick, fusing it together (See Table 4.1).63 A larger range for vitrification is preferred as it makes the firing process more easily controlled. Clays that include high quantities of iron, alkalies, and alkaline earths will suffer from extensive shrinking during the firing process, these elements also 
                                                 63 Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing, 512. 
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cause a smaller vitrification range. 64 In order to combat this shrinkage, large amounts of sand are added to the mixture. Typically, the percentage of sand can range anywhere from 20-60%, depending on the amount needed to combat shrinkage. Higher quantities of sand require higher temperatures to vitrify and can result in more “clinker” bricks. Dehydration, removal of remaining moisture    300 - 1,800˚F Oxidation 1,000 - 1,800˚F Vitrification 1,600 - 2,400˚F 
Table 4.1: Burning Temperatures (Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing). 
 This process will be used to interpret the site at Grove Creek and determine what features of the landscape are relevant to the brick making process. Many of these elements can be clearly seen on the landscape, while others are inferred from what is still in existence. To understand the site, it must first be determined what features of the landscape are relevant.   
                                                 
64 Haydn H. Murray, Applied Clay Mineralogy: Occurrences, Processing and 
Applications of Kaolins, Bentonites, Palygorskitesepiolite, and Common Clays (Oxford: 
Elsevier, 2006), 152. 
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CHAPTER FIVE SITE ANALYSIS: DESCRIPTION  The site of the brick clamps on Grove Creek provided easy access to the resources needed for brick production. Sand, clay, and water were present within the nine and one-half acres site located along a bend of Grove Creek approximately three quarters of a mile from the Cooper River. The site is bounded by Grove Creek on the north. On the west, an inlet of marshland runs from the creek and terminates in low-lying topography prone to ponding. The south boundary is an access road, constructed in the 1970s. The east boundary is another low-lying area, usually retaining water.  Within the study area is a clearing along the northern boundary  (See Figure 5.1). The clearing contains a series of ruins. This space is composed of the remains of a structure, approximately fifty feet by forty feet. Only portions of walls remain, the tallest reaching no more than three feet in height. Within this area are eight foundations, a twelve feet by twenty-four feet depression, a two and one-half feet by six feet depression, and a well approximately three feet in diameter. Several large trees including magnolias, with a diameter exceeding three feet at ground level, are located within the wall fragments. Core samples taken from loblolly pines adjacent to the wall fragments disclose its age to be approximately eighty-three years (See Appendix Figure A–32). Outside of the structure to the south is a large depression. A second well sits to the north.  
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Figure 5.1: Boundaries with Clearing Area (Trimble Outdoor Navigator) This ruin, labeled Structure A, is composed of several forms both above and below grade. A grid has been overlaid for the purpose of this study to aid in the description of the structure. This grid is based on the orientation of the structure, not a north-south orientation, which is approximately 40° east from true north (See Figure 5.2). The most prominent section of the structure, A-A, is an exterior, above grade form. It ranges from three feet high to grade level, with a width of one foot, ten inches. Both ends are finished with closer bricks, creating a section seven feet, two inches in length (See Figures 5.3). As seen in other sections of the building, the mortar is soft with oyster shell as aggregate (See Appendix Figures A-51 – A-52). The section has extensive vegetation growing on its surface and within eroded mortar joints.   
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Figure 5.2: Building Layout, Sections of Structure A. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Key to Photographs in Figures 5.4 – 5.7.  
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 To the west of A-A, after an opening of approximately nine feet is section A-B, which is barely visible above grade. This section is similar in width, averaging one foot, ten inches. Unlike the previous section, A-B is finished on one end only, that facing A-A (See Figure 5.4). Its length stretches visibly twelve feet, three inches before disappearing below grade. At two points bricks protrude from the main section, one to the north, the other to the south. But these branches extend no more than two courses away from the main section.  
 
Figure 5.4: A-B (Photo Frances Pinto). Inline with the north protuberance of A-B is section A-F. It is postulated that this section is part of another exterior wall. Only a small fragment, three feet, six inches in length is visible before returning below grade. Unlike A-B however, A-F 
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averages two feet in width and all edges are poorly defined. Under the postulated plan for Structure A, this section forms the western most wall of the structure. Within the area of the structure are four more sections, all at or below grade. Section A-C begins parallel to the west most end of A-A. It is below grade and has large roots from an adjacent tree growing over its top so that only one edge is visible. Two feet, four inches of that edge are visible before receding below ground. Section A-G is at grade level and lays in line with the edge of A-G and parallel to A-B. This form is approximately one foot, ten inches in width and two feet, six inches in length. Also parallel to A-B are sections A-D and A-E. These forms are both at grade. The visible area of A-D is one foot, five inches in width and two feet, six inches in length. Section A-E is slightly larger at one foot, seven in width and five feet in length. Only fragments of the remaining elements to the structure have been located and currently exist as single points on the site plan. Sections A-H, A-I, and A-J are pieces of wall segments currently beneath earth mounds and tree roots and are scarcely visible (See Appendix Figure A - 53). Southwest of the structure is a large depression. This is approximately seven feet deep and averages twenty feet in diameter. The base of the pit is clay and typically holds water even when the rest of the site is dry. To the north of A-J is another shallower depression, approximately four feet deep. This depression is at approximately fifteen feet wide and twenty feet in length.  Well A lies within the boundaries of Structure A (See Figures 5.5 & 5.6). The opening is three feet in diameter and is bordered with one course of bricks, now 
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below grade. Currently the well has filled in with dirt and debris, its depth reaching less than three feet. The interior walls retain most of their original integrity and exhibit little damage. The well has suffered some mortar loss which has allowed for the growth of vegetation within the mortar joints.   
 
Figure 5.5: Ruins of Structure A, Section A-A, and Well A (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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Figure 5.6: Well A (Photo Frances Pinto). Well B is situated outside the margins of Structure A. Unlike Well A, Well B suffered damage from a fallen tree which is positioned over the well’s opening. This tree, presumably felled during Hurricane Hugo, still grows from its horizontal situation, its branches now growing vertically (See Figure 5.7). This well is also quite shallow, due to the south wall caving in as well as from other dirt and debris. Recently it has also suffered brick loss from the north wall.     
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Figure 5.7: Well B (Photo Frances Pinto). Adjacent to the same tree situated over Well A is Clamp A. The fireboxes, which are now seen as passages, are well below ground, their base sitting approximately four feet below grade. All that is seen above ground is a narrow hole in the terrain, four feet in width, and four feet four inches in length. Due to their depth, little of the passages can be seen without the use of a borescope (See Appendix Figure A - 54). Within the clearing as well as on the surrounding trails are several trees which have fallen over. These trees were unearthed during Hurricane Hugo in 1989.  Most of these trees are still alive, their branches now growing upward from horizontal 
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trunks. The roots of the trees hold masses of clay and bricks which have been relocated when the trees fell. This displacement has exposed voids in the earth and the openings of passages which run underground. The passages run parallel to each other and the adjacent creek. At present three passages have been identified with two other possible that have yet to be confirmed.  One of these fallen trees unearthed the top of Clamp B, now the most visible element of the clamps. The gap between the passage openings is four feet wide and five feet lone. Set below ground, the base of the passage is two and a half feet below grade. This clamp has been subjected to some excavation to better study the area. The top arch and sides of the passage are formed by bricks which are glazed green. This glazing vitrified and is dripping down from the brick surface (See Figures 5.8 & 5.9). The majority of the passage is blocked with dirt and rubble.  
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Figure 5.8: Key to Photographs in Figures 5.9 – 5.15. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Clamp B Passage Interior (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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 Between the two passage opening, stacks of bricks are positioned perpendicular to the passages. These bricks are not mortared and gaps remain between the stacks of bricks (See Figures 5.10). Each stack is two bricks wide and extends away from the passage for an undetermined distance. The stacks are also below grade, at the same depth as the passages.  
 
Figure 5.10: Gaps Between Stacks of Bricks (Photo Frances Pinto). At this point along the creek the bank is rather distinct, abruptly dropping roughly ten feet to the creek below (at low tide). Directly north of the clamp, the bank is formed by a “sea” wall, labeled as Structure B for the purposes of this study (See Figures 5.11 & 5.12). This substantial structure has an observed height of five feet, and stretches at least twenty feet along the creek (See Figure 5.13). Portions of the wall have caved into the creek below, the outer layers collapsing as the clay below has eroded (See Figure 5.14). Around the wall, tree roots have grown around 
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the brick courses and occasional roots have grown straight through the wall, piercing the mortar joints. These roots have caused the bricks to shift and are separating many of the brick courses, exacerbating the collapse of the structure.  
 
Figure 5.11: Site Section. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Clamp Section. 
N 
N 
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Figure 5.13: Wall as Viewed from Grove Creek (Photo Frances Pinto).  
 
Figure 5.14: Retaining Wall at Landing, Outer Layers of Wall Pulling Away from Bank (Photo 
Frances Pinto). As the creek continues west to the Cooper River, the ground slopes down closer to water level. The soil composition changes with this slope from clay to sand 
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and pluff mud. The salt-water marshes of the Carolina Lowcountry is composed of a soil known as pluff mud. This is a slushy soil with copious amounts of decomposing material.  The brick rubble continues down to the point, lining the bank, covered in years of mud (See Figure 5.15). At the water’s edge, where the clay bank erodes away, a layer of clay tops the pluff mud like a film. 
 
Figure 5.15: Creek Bed Littered with Brick Fragments (Photo Frances Pinto). Parts of the trail are composed of brick rubble. Like the brick rubble along the creek bank, the ground above is littered with fragments of brick (See Figure 5.23). These sections have been covered with layers of decomposing leaves, but the bricks still protrude in countless places (See Figure 5.24). These pieces, poor specimens, easily broken, form a path parallel to the creek bank that extends down to the point. Near the point there is evidence of more activity and ruins, but this area has not, by the date of this publication, been excavated. Similar paths crisscross the area, systematically spreading out from the clearing. These paths often run parallel 
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to large depressions, each about four to five feet below grade and varying in shape and dimensions (See Figure 5.16). Some depressions are long and linear, up to fifty feet wide and 150 feet long, while others are circular, 150 feet in diameter. The soil of these depressions fall into two categories, clay and sand. Depressions comprised of clay are somewhat defined, and are frequently seen retaining water. Sand areas are less clearly defined, sloping away from current footpaths and in some cases ending in clay banks.   
 
Figure 5.16: Depressions (Trimble Outdoor Navigator).  
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CHAPTER SIX SITE ANALYSIS: INTERPRETATION  Contained in this nine and one half acre site are all the resources necessary to produce bricks. The site is divided into a designated production area with the remainder of the site left as resources (See Figure 6.1). While there are both sand and clay pits on the site, the majority of identified pits contain clay. Due to the modified nature of the property, brick production, rice, forestry, and industrial site, it is difficult to determine how extensive the original production was. This study relies on the archaeological studies conducted in the 1970s to illuminate the condition of the property at that time, as well as the story told through the U.S Geological Survey maps. LIDAR images of the area are not well enough defined to determine the limits of underground material, brick rubble and clamp structures, or the extend that the site contains (See Figure 6.2) (See Appendix Figure B-7). 
 
Figure 6.1: Resource Locations (Trimble Outdoor Navigator). 
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Figure 6.2: DNR LIDAR. The pits discussed in this study have a topsoil layer composed of several inches of decomposing matter and debris. Beneath that top layer, both sand and clay have extensive contaminates mixed in the desired resource, as discussed in Chapter Seven. The located sand pit ends abruptly in a vein of clay, further corrupting the sand. However, at the locations where the soils mingle, does not appear to suffer from extensive excavation for resources. The existence of these pollutants within 
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the sources is expected as Charleston grey brick is know for the greyish inclusions that are the result of these contaminates. Though most aspects of the site have been located due to the presence of the Eagle Scout nature trail, it is postulated that this trail was placed over the existing trails left from the brick production. This is the reason many of the trails are composed of brick rubble. These rubble trails were created to aid in the transport of sand and clay to the production area. Without this reinforcement, any method of conveying the materials to the work yard would quickly become bogged down in soil that it frequently water logged by the characteristic Charleston wet weather. The bricks used in the trail are poor quality, easily crumbling in the hand.  Salmon bricks refers to the distinctive light pinkish color typical of bricks that are under fired. Through the usage of the clamp method, often results in under fired bricks. Those bricks furthest from the heat source do not reach adequate temperatures and so are not as strong as their counterparts. Though the clamp’s location below grade, and the practice of covering the construct with soil is to retain heat, it does result in uneven outcomes. Therefore, using them to produce an adequate “road” bed and would be beneficial and cost effective. The number of salmon bricks produced by the clamp method would be significant, and these bricks are an otherwise unusable material. Piles of salmon bricks litter the site, both near the production area and into the woods. The sheer number of these bricks indicates a large scale production over an extended period of time. 
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Salmon bricks were also extensively placed along the creek bank, presumably to prevent soil erosion. The banks along Grove Creek are typical of the Carolina Lowcountry and composed of pluff mud which does not allow access to the water’s edge due to its consistence and lack of support. The bricks lining the bank differ from the brick used in the “sea” wall as they appear not to have been placed in any organization pattern and did not employ mortar in the construction method. It is typical in this area to line the bank with oyster shells, rocks, brick, or other rubble to create a surface which will allow access. While the brick rubble does allow for a person to access the water edge, it would not provide enough support to load brick onto a barge or other boat. It is probable that there was a wooden dock at some point, but there is no evidence of this any longer. The creation of the sea wall would allow for a suitable structure from which to offload bricks into an awaiting barge.  Structure A has been interpreted as a drying shed or hack, necessary to the process of brick production. Three brick foundations, partially unearthed, are located on one side of the structure with evidence to show that at least one of these continued across the structure. These foundations would provide a suitable floor for drying green bricks or a work area form molding clay into bricks. The location of this structure would place the work area and drying shed in close proximity to the clamp, but far enough to shield it from the heat when the bricks were burning (See Figure 6.3). 
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]
 
Figure 6.3: Postulated Site Plan. Within the production area the terrain is dramatically different. The ground is predominantly level and alterations appear intentional. Unearthed trees and cave in of the clamp passages provide a limited knowledge of the site’s contents around the clamp. Three clamp passages have been identified with several other potential structures. With further excavation a better indication of the extent of the production area can be determined. Much of the production area is as yet undiscovered. In the site grid for Structure A, the grid quadrant formed by section A-
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A, Well A, and section A-J is, as of the date of this publication, devoid of components belonging to Structure A. This area is occupied by extensive vegetation that has delayed excavation. However, from the elements that have been located a potential layout of the structure has been extrapolated. This plan is based upon the located elements, and isolated points that could indicate a mirroring of the known elements (See Figure 6.4). 
 
Figure 6.4: Postulated Building Layout. 
The two wells, Well A within the structure and Well B outside the structure, would supply the fresh water necessary to production. The two large circular depressions associated with the structure would allow areas to mix the resources in close proximity to the source of water. The lack of structure within these depressions indicating a production with hand mixing rather than with mechanized means. A covered but not completely enclosed building would then provide a drying area before moving the bricks into the below ground clamp for burning. Broken clay 
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roof tiles have been found in piles around the production area (See Figure 6.5) These tiles further sustain the belief that Structure A was a defined building covered by a roof. The lack of definable, exterior walls endorse the supposition of an open air, covered workspace (See Figure 6.6).  As few tiles have been found, the extent of the roof on that structure is yet to be determined. 
 
Figure 6.5: Clay Tile. (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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Figure 6.6: Production Order of Operations.  The brick sea wall would provide a reinforced structure from which to convey the bricks onto a waiting barge. Any wooden elements would have deteriorated long ago, but the bricked wall would afford the necessary reinforcement for such heavy cargo. A wall would also provide an area for the produced bricks to be placed pending loading. As the wall is now collapsing it is unknown the extent of its projection into the creek. Through the construction of the clamp passages and the sea wall the change in technology is apparent. Within the clamp passages and in some of the other structures the bricks are quite large by modern standards, up to nine inches long, 
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four inches wide, and two inched high. These bricks have rounded edges and are typically darker in color (See Figure 6.7). By contrast, the bricks found in the clamp, between the firebox passages, and in the sea wall, are quite smaller, typically six inches long, four inches wide, and two-and a half inches high (See Figure 6.8). These bricks have much sharper edges and faint lines down the lateral side, possibly from a change in the molding process. As discussed in Chapter Seven these bricks can be classified into two separate groups which are associated with two distinct production periods (See Figure 6.9). It is likely that at some point in the brick production older, wooden molds were exchanged for cast iron molds that would have left such marks. Further, the bricks in Group A very greatly in dimensions while those in Group B are fairly uniform. This would coincide with a shift from handmade wooden molds to manufactured cast iron molds. The sharp edges of the bricks in Group B would also be explained by a change in molding methods. These distinctions further support that the production occurred over an extended period of time. 
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Figure 6.7: Group A Brick, Hand Molded. (Photo Frances Pinto).  
 
Figure 6.8: Group B Brick , Cast Mold Showing Form Lines (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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Figure 6.9: Microscopy of Form Lines.  Other methods for discerning continued use of the site is the evaluation of metal hardware. A variety of nail types have been recovered from the site displaying a change in technology while the site was in use. Older, hand forged nails (See Figure 6.10) as well as newer machine cut nails (See Figure 6.11) have both been found within the bounds of Structure A. hand forged nails were used from the seventeenth  to nineteenth century. Multiple types of machine cut nails were located including brads dating from the 1790s to early 1800s and headed nails typical of the 1810s to 1830s.65 This change in types indicates that the site was in continued use over a period of some time.  
                                                 65 Lee H. Nelson, “Nail Chronology as an Aid to Dating Old Buildings,” American 
Association for State and Local History 48 (1968), 4. 
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Figure 6.10: Rosehead Nail (Photo Frances Pinto). 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Machine Cut Nail (Photo Frances Pinto). The clamps show evidence of repeated burnings. The bricks that form the arched top of the interior of the firebox are coated with a green glaze (See Figure 6.12). With each successive burn cycle, the glaze has been heated, cooled, and reheated further vitrifying the surface of the brick. Microscopic analysis shows that the glaze contains extensive bubbles, the result of repeated heating and cooling (See Figure 6.13). Arsenic would have caused the silica contained in the brick to boil. The bricks have gone through this process so many times the glazing has vitrified and melted, dripping down the surface of the bricks.  
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Figure 6.12: Vitrification of Brick Glaze (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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Figure 6.13: Glaze on Brick. Microscopic View of Bubbles in Glass. Magnification 2x.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN BRICK ANALYSIS: PHYSICAL   The analysis of the Grove Plantation’s bricks reveal the method of brick production at the Grove. Size, color, and microscopic composition were measured to sort the bricks. Similarities and differences provide evidence of different production methods. The analysis of physical characteristics in combination with the XRF analysis were used reveal the bricks origin. The bricks in this study fall into two groupings. Group A, handmade bricks, are larger in size, darker in color, and have less defined edges. Group B, extruded bricks, are smaller, lighter in color, and have sharper, more precise edges  
Size Due to the fragmented condition of many of the samples some allowances were made in this study. In analyzing the bricks’ size any samples that appeared fragmented were discarded from this analysis since the accurate measurement could not be analyzed. However, if other features indicated that the brick corresponded to a given group, those measurements that could be accurately taken are taken into account. Early bricks varied in size before dimensions were standardized. The sizes of English brick was standardized in 1517 at the dimensions 9 inches x 4½ inches x 2 
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inches and later revised by Charles I as 9 inches x 4 inches x 2¼ inches.66 American brick size fluctuated between production sites. Common bricks ranged from 7½ to 9¼ inches in length, 3½ to 4½ inches in width, and 2 to 2¼ inches in height.67 The sizes of Charleston bricks were determined by whoever made the mold at each production site but fall within the range of American-made brick. Dimensions were based upon a ration with the length being twice the width. The molds were made so that width of a brick fit comfortably in a man’s hand. In her thesis “Brickwork of Charlestown to 1780,” Marie Hollings noted, “9 inches by 4½ inches by 2½ was the easiest for handling.” 68 Within Group A there is significant variation in length, height, and width, the average size being 8⅞ inches x 2¾ inches x 4⅜ inches. The length of Group A’s 
brick varied as much as 2⅜ inches forming a significant range of sizes (See Table 7.1). While some samples in Group A were actually shorter than those in Group B, the average length for Group A is 8 ⅞ inches. The bricks’ heights varied as well with a disparity of ¾ inches and with an average of 2¾ inches (See Table 7.2). The widths 
differed as much as 1⅛ inches, with an average of 4 inches (See Table 7.3). 
                                                 
66 Gerard C.J. Lynch, Brickwork: History, Technology and Practice (London: Donhead, 
1994), 8. 67 Davis, A Practical Treatise, 65.  
68 Marie Ferrara Hollings, Brickwork of Charlestown to 1780 (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1978), 7.  
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Table 7.1: Group A Brick Length.  Table 7.2: Group A Brick Height.  
 
Table 7.3: Group A Brick Width.  The bricks in Group B varied considerably less that those of Group A, the 
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Table 7.4: Group B Brick Length.  Table 7.5: Group B Brick Height. 
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widths, but they range less than ⅜ inches (See Table 7.9). While these may seem minor deviations in size, the result measurements indicate that the bricks of Group B are only 73% the size of those in Group B, a significant decrease in size. 
 
Table 7.7: Brick Length Comparison. 
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Table 7.9: Brick Width Comparison. 
Color Grove brick displayed a range of color. The color variation in brick can be caused by several factors. Temperature, chemical makeup, and the amount of oxygen all can affect color. Bricks fired at lower temperatures tend to be lighter in color, a hue associated with softer, under fired salmon brick.69 This color alerted brick inadequately fired and not as durable. High amounts of iron oxide cause brick to be redder in color. However, even with the higher iron content, the brick could be more purple in color due to a lack of oxygen.70 Similarities in color can imply correspondences in the production process.  Color analysis applied values provided by Munsell Soil Color Charts. This system describes color using quantifiers for hue, value, and chroma. Hue is labeled with letter notation from red to yellow, R, YR, Y. Value ranges from 0 for black to 10 for white. Chroma involves increasing increments of neutral greys. This study 
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evaluated only hue. The bricks found at the Grove can be categorized into four color hues using Munsell Soil Color charts, all variations of yellow-red, with 2.5YR being the most red to 10YR being the most yellow.   Though the color variations in each groups does not clarify much about the individual brick, they do show similarities and differences within the groups (See Table 7.10). While a great deal of the bricks in Group A fall within the 7.5YR hues, there is still a great deal of disparity within the group (See Table 7.11). Color variation implies discrepancies in the production process. Whether the result of clay  mixing or burning, at this point, unknown. There is less variation in Group B there is less variation in hue with 63% of the samples classified among the 2.5YR hues (See Table 7.12). This denotes that the bricks in Group B are predominately more red than yellow.  There is significantly less variation in color, which would imply that the process had become more standardized. Group A: Group B: 2.5YR  29% 2.5YR  63% 5YR  21% 5YR  13% 7.5YR  43% 7.5YR  13% 10YR  7% 10YR  13% 
Table 7.10: Comparison of Brick Colors. 
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Table 7.11: Group A Color Variation.  
 
Table 7.12: Group B Color Variation. 
Group A Color Variation
2.5yr5yr7.5yr10yr
Group B Color Variation
2.5yr5yr7.5yr10yr
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 By comparing the groups to one another it becomes apparent that there were significant differences between the two brick types (Table 7.13). This could indicate either a change in components or in the firing process. Color itself, however, cannot specify what changes in the manufacturing process were made.  
 
Table 7.13: Color Variation Between Groups. 





2.5yr 5yr 7.5yr 10yr
Color Variation
Group AGroup B
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A Leica Mz95 stereomicroscope was used to analyze the samples. The bricks were cleaned before viewing under microscope. Each brick was dry brushed with a soft nylon brush to remove particles. Then low-pressure compressed air, canned air as is used for electronics, removed any remaining particulates. The initial microscopy of the surface shows a grainy surface (See Figure 7.1). A closer view shows that the brick has a high sand content. The mixture appears to have a significant number of contaminates, such as iron and  organic debris, and is moderately sorted.(See Figure 7.2). 
 
Figure 7.1: GC.K.B.19. GC.K.B.19  Magnification: .63x Size: Fine sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Moderately sorted Sphericity : Low   
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Figure 7.2: GC.K.B.06, Sand Content. GC.K.B.06  Magnification: 2x Size: Fine sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Moderately sorted Sphericity : Low   Comparatively, a sample from Martinsville, Indiana, circa 1920, contains very little sand and significant amounts of clay (See Figure 7.3). The sample is well sorted, with few inclusions. The components have fused well together and present a uniform surface compared to the Charleston brick. Its bright red color suggested it received significant oxygen while burning. This could be indicative of a different firing method that would circulate the heat and air more efficiently than the more rudimentary clamp. 
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Figure 7.3: Brick Sample – Martinsville, Indiana. Martinsville, Indiana71 Magnification: 2x Size: Silt/Fine sand Roundness: Rounded Sorting: Well sorted Sphericity : Medium   Flecks of iron can be seen in some of the brick samples (See Figure 7.4). The dark purple would suggest that the brick received little oxygen while burning, more oxygen would have produced a brighter red color. This sample is poorly sorted with significant inclusions as is typical of Charleston brick. The bricks found at the Grove have a high sand content and number of inclusions. A potential reason for this is the high iron content of the sample. Significant iron content would cause excessive 
                                                 71 Courtesy of Warren Lasch Conservation Center 
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shrinkage which could be reduced by increasing the sand levels. As well as iron, the burned bricks have notable amounts of other, as yet unidentified, inclusions which is indicative of a Charleston Grey Brick (See Figure 7.5). 
 
Figure 7.4: GC.K.B.12, Iron Inclusions. GC.K.B.12  Magnification: 2x Size: Fine/Medium sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Poorly sorted Sphericity : Low    
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Figure 7.5: GC.K.B.05, Inclusions, Organic Debris. GC.K.B.05  Magnification: 2x Size: Fine sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Poorly sorted Sphericity : Medium    The clay samples taken from the clay pits on site show high quantities of sand contaminating into the clay (See Figure 7.6). This is another potential reason for the high sand content. The sand sample taken from sand pits on site as well as the sand particles noted in the clay samples are of similar size, roundness, and sphericity to that seen in the bricks (See Figure 7.7). By comparing the characteristics of the sand in these sample it can be postulated that the sand used in brick production was mined from the land adjacent to the production area. 
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Figure 7.6: GC.Clay.20, Clay Sample. GC.Clay.20 Magnification: 2x Size: Fine sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Moderately sorted Sphericity : Low    
 
Figure 7.7: GC.Sand.22, Sand Sample. GC.Sand.22 Magnification: 2x Size: Fine sand Roundness: Sub-rounded Sorting: Well sorted Sphericity : Low   
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 The bricks lining the firebox passageways are glazed on the interior side. On microscopic inspection it is apparent that the silica has vitrified and turned to glass. Microscopic bubbles can be seen in the surface, approximately 0.1-0.2 mm in diameter. This implies that the fire burned in excess of 1,600˚F (See Figure 7.8).  
 
Figure 7.8: GC.K.B.19, Vitrification. GC.K.B.19 Magnification: 2x  Several of the samples from Group B have minuscule vertical markings along the stretcher face (See Figure 7.9). These lines are minor depressions in the brick’s surface (See Figure 7.10). The depressions are most like cause by part of the manufacturing process, such as a seam in the molds used. Only a portion of the Group B samples have these marks, but they occur at the same location and in the same pattern on each brick (See Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.9: GC.K.B21a, Markings on Brick Stretcher Face. GC.K.B.21a Magnification: .63x 
 
Figure 7.10: GC.K.B.21b, Markings on Brick Stretch Face. GC.K.B.21b Magnification: 1.6x 
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Figure 7.11: Line Patterns (Photo Frances Pinto). Analysis determined that there were two methods of molding bricks at the Grove. Group A were hand molded in wooden molds. Mahogany was the typical choice for brick molds due to its enduring nature.72 The wood mold created rounded edges. Variations in size were produced by discrepancies in the constructions of the molds. Bricks in Group B were likely molded in cast iron molds, a method that produced sharper edges. The size of a cast mold would be standardized, demonstrated by the uniform size of this group. Defects in the mold created by the casting process caused vertical markings along a stretcher face of Group B brick were caused by defects in the mold created by the casting process.  
                                                 72 Wayne, Burning Brick, 80. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT BRICK ANALYSIS: CHEMICAL   Since the premise of this study is the use of on site resources in the production of bricks, it is necessary to confirm that the clay and sand located on site were indeed the components of that production. Therefore, samples of bricks from various points across the site were tested with x-ray florescence (XRF) to match the trace elements in the bricks to the materials on site. Samples were taken from the clamp structure, bricks fired within the clamp, the structure surrounding the work yard, and the remains of structures on the trails to the clay and sand pits.  Tests are conducted with a Bruker Tracer Series Portable XRF. Each brick was tested in three locations on the surface to achieve an accurate reading. This process is to adjust for any anomalous readings of contamination on the brick’s surface. If one set of results greatly varies from the rest it can be assumed to include contaminates and omitted from the study. Prior to testing, the brick samples are gently cleaned to remove as much of the surface debris as possible. Dry brushing with soft nylon brushes removes biogrowth and much of the surface contaminates. Then compressed air, such as canned air used to clean electronics, is employed to removes fine particulates. Between test of different brick samples, the testing surface is also cleaned with compressed air to ensure there is no cross contamination of the samples. Testing cycles are 180 seconds long and are run with no vacuum or filter.  
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The test parameters focused on elements heavier in atomic weight than calcium; therefore many elements above calcium are not displayed in the results. The predominate element seen in each sample is iron, which is what gives the brick its red coloring. This however is not informative as to the manufacturing location of the sample. For this thesis, samples were tested for levels of rubidium (Rb), strontium (Sr), yttrium (Y), zirconium (Zr), and niobium (Nb). These volcanic elements are used to determine where the sample originated.73 The results shown are qualitative and semi-quantitative. In the images shown the graphs have not been adjusted, so the peaks are shifted to the left of where the element is marked. While the height of the peak does relate to the amount of the element, the pertinent information is the ratio and pattern of peaks which define the trace elements distinct to a given location.  As there are two distinct groupings of bricks it was speculated one group (Group A) consisted of bricks that were brought in to construct components of the production area and the other were bricks made on site. Various structures have been evaluated individually before comparing to each other. First to be assessed are bricks taken from clamp B, samples: GC.K.B.01, GC.K.B.06, GC.K.B.07, GC.K.B.12, GC.K.B.17, GC.K.B.19, GC.K.B.21, and GC.K.B.22. These samples include four bricks of each grouping, those that formed the firebox of a clamp (Group A), which would remain through each burning cycle, as well as samples of fired bricks found within the clamp assembly (Group B) (See Figure 8.1). These were the samples most likely 
                                                 73 Communication with Amy Elizabeth Ubel, Warren Lasch Conservation Laboratory.  
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to come from multiple sites as those constructing the clamp’s fireboxes may have been produced at another site. If the samples came from different regions their trace elements would most likely diverge, however while there are some variations, these differences are not with the elements, rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium, which identify a site. These elements are found in approximately the same ratio for all the samples from clamp B (See Figures 8.2 & 8.3). While these results cannot absolutely confirm that both groupings came from the same planation, they do suggest that both groupings came from within a close vicinity to one another along the Cooper River corridor. With such correspondence between groups of bricks, it is quite likely they were produced at the same site. 
 
Figure 8.1: XRF. All GC.K.B Samples. Includes bricks found within the clamp as well as those 
used in the construction of the fireboxes forming the clamp. No glaze samples included. 
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Figure 8.2: XRF. All G.C.K.B Samples - expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of elements 
lighter in atomic weight than iron. Includes bricks found in the clamp as well as those used in 
the construction of the fireboxes forming the clamp. No glaze samples included. 
 
Figure 8.3: XRF. All GC.K.B Samples - Expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of rubidium, 
strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium. Includes bricks found within the clamp as well as 
those used in the construction of the fireboxes forming the clamp. No glaze samples included. 
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The glaze, found on the interior surface of the bricks forming the firebox, is slightly altered from the bricks themselves. While the pattern of elements is quite similar to the unglazed bricks, the elements are found in lower quantities (See Figure 8.4). This could be a result of exposure during the burning process or a reaction to an applied treatment. Glazes are typically a mixture of base metals, clays, and fluxes. Typical components include, cobalt, vanadium, chromium, tin, nickel, aluminum, and other metals.74  
 
Figure 8.4: Glaze Samples.  The bricks from Structure A, wall fragments around the work yard, show similar results to those of the clamp with one exception (See Figure 8.5). Sample GC.S.A.18 shows a notable spike in arsenic on its glazed side (See Figure 8.6). 
                                                 
74 Beall, Masonry Design and Detailing, 15. 
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Arsenic has long been included glazing of ceramics. It was considered by some to create a desired milkiness and other colored effects.75 Arsenic was also used to remove bubbles from the glass by forcing the glass to “boil.”76 This treatment could have been applied as a glaze to the bricks that were intended to line the firebox as a method of regulating the temperature within the clamp. The ratio of trace elements in GC.S.A.18 shows a marginally different pattern than that of other samples. It is possible that these samples include contaminates from another source (See Figure 8.7). 
 
Figure 8.5: XRF. All GC.S.A Samples. 
                                                 
75 C.N. Fenner and J.B. Ferguson. “The Effect of Certain Impurities in Causing Milkiness 
in Optical Glass.” Journal of the American Ceramic Society 1, no. 1 (January 1918). 
76 E.T. Allen and E.G. Zies. “The Condition of Arsenic in Glass and Its Role in Glass-
Making.” Journal of the American Ceramic Society 1 (January 1918). 
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Figure 8.6: XRF. GC.S.A Samples expanded. Green color indicates GC.S.A.18 which shows a 
higher concentration of arsenic. 
 
 
Figure 8.7: XRF. GC.S.A Samples Expanded. Light green shows glazing of brick GC.S.A.18 with a 
different pattern of trace elements, no known reason. When all the brick samples are examined together, the similarities become obvious (See Figure 8.8). While there are some outliers, the majority of results follow the same pattern of elements. These outliers are the reason for the multiple tests per sample brick. The ratio of certain elements (rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium) is consistent through all samples (See Figure 8.9). This 
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would indicate that all the samples were manufactured in close proximity to one another, though as yet how close a proximity cannot be determined.  
 
Figure 8.8: XRF. All brick samples overall comparison. No glaze samples included. 
 
Figure 8.9: XRF All Brick Samples, No Glaze - expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of 
rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium. 
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Clay and sand samples have been taken throughout the site. Of the samples taken, two clay sample and one sand sample were chosen for XRF testing. The samples were chosen by their visual appearance in an attempt to study the range of soils found at the site. These are the same samples that were evaluated under microscope (See Table 8.1 & Figure 8.10). Sample Location GPS Coordinates GC.Clay.5 Pit C 32.978896 -79.893780  GC.Clay.20 Pit E 32.978963 -79.892632 GC.Sand.22 Pit F 32.979411 -79.895350 
Table 8.1: Clay and Sand Sample Details. 
 
Figure 8.10: Clay and Sand Pits (Google Map). As with the brick samples, the soil samples were evaluated for the patterns of elements rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium (See Figures 8.11 – 8.13). While the composition of clay and sand differ, the trace volcanic elements of a given locale do not. The sand, clay, and finished bricks all contain the same pattern 
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of trace elements (See Figures 8.14 – 8.16). These results imply that the bricks are composed of the resources found at the site or in close proximity.  
 
Figure 8.11: XRF. Clay Samples. 
 
 
Figure 8.12: XRF. Clay Samples - expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of elements 
lighter in atomic weight than iron . 
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Figure 8.13: XRF. Clay Samples - expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of rubidium, 
strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium. 
 
 
Figure 8.14: XRF. Clay and Sand Samples Overall Comparison. 
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Figure 8.15: XRF. Clay and Sand Samples - expanded spectrum focusing on the pattern of 
elements lighter in atomic weight than iron.  
 
Figure 8.16: XRF. Clay and Sand Samples - expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of 
Rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, niobium. GC.Clay.5 – green, GC.Clay.20 – blue, 
GC.Sand.22 – red. 
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By relating the results from the Grove to samples from other locations it can be better understood the distinction between locales. The peaks are offset due to prior adjustments and but do not have any significant impact on ratios. The height and pattern of peaks is indicative of the elements specific to each location. Two of the samples, Archdale Hall Plantation and a structure on East Bay Street, each are bricks from an unknown location in the Lowcountry (See Figure 8.17). While the bricks from East Bay Street and Pacachamac are quite different, the bricks from Archdale Hall are quite similar to those from the Grove. This indicated that they were most likely manufactured in close vicinity to one another.  
 
Figure 8.17: XRF. Trace elements in samples from different locations. Focusing on rubidium, 
strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium.  The Grove – green, Pacachama, Peru – pink, East 
Bay Street – blue, Archdale Hall – black (Courtesy of Warren Lasch Conservation Center).   
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CHAPTER NINE CONCLUSIONS  The Grove was one of thirty plantations lining the east branch of the Cooper River and its tributaries that diversified their economic activities by making bricks.  Operated from perhaps as early as 1810 when John Gordon acquired the plantation from Thomas Karwon until about 1835 when Gordon sold the plantation to Edmund Ravenel, a brick making operation thrived at the Grove during the antebellum period.  Located on Moreland Creek, a tributary of the eastern branch of the Cooper River, the Grove was ideally situated to provide brick for building projects in Charleston, a short distance away by boat.  Brick making at the Grove depended on demand from Charleston, and it depended on easy access to the raw materials required for brick production.  Sources of clay, sand and water were present at the Grove in close proximity to each other, an asset created by geological forces.  During what may have been a relatively short period of activity, the managers of the brick making operation linked borrow pits from which clay and sand were dug to sheds, work yards, clamps and a wharf in linear organization that transformed raw sand and clay into shipped brick.  Now visible only as ruins, the brick making operation at the Grove is an ideal location at which antebellum brick making can be assessed.   Brick produced at the Grove also provide an opportunity to investigate the geophysical properties of antebellum brick.  While the Grove offers an opportunity to reconstruct the workflow of a brick making operation, the brick produced there 
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also offer an opportunity to begin to track Grove brick from dug raw material to brick laid in Charleston buildings.  Examination of sand from Grove sand pits and analysis of Grove clays and Grove brick using microscopy and XRF technology produced a geophysical profile that can be used to identify Grove brick at Charleston building sites. Brick making at the Grove put the advantages of its setting and the assets of its site to good purpose.  Within a relatively compact site, veins of clay and sand pits bordered the rear of an industrial area organized linearly to move raw materials through processing and firing to shipping.  Sand and clay were mixed and molded at the center of the industrial area where ruins of the footings for a drying shed indicate green brick were dried before being laid up into a clamp for firing.  Wells dug within the industrial area provided water for the mixing process.   Further archaeological investigation of the site might reveal if the clay and sand combined for Grove brick were mixed by hand or by a pug mill.  Further archaeological investigation would also reveal more about the clamp in which Grove brick were burned. One of the most interesting features of the Grove brick making site are the three large subterranean flues which provided a permanent base for the clamps of green brick that were laid up for firing.  Constructed of brick that form long, arched shafts that directed hot gases from fireboxes into the clamp during firing, these clamps bear the evidence of repeated firings.  While the purpose of these flues is clear, additional archaeological investigation would provide information about the 
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relationship of fireboxes to the flues as well as more precise information about the size and capacity of the clamp. During its operation, the Grove produced two types of brick.  Brick labeled for analytical purposes Group A were hand molded, most likely shaped in wooden forms.  While Group A brick fell within the general size range for Charleston area brick, they did demonstrate significant variation in size.  Variation in Group A brick may reflect varying rates of shrinkage during firing, an effect of both drying and proportion of sand to clay in the brick mix.  Group B brick, on the other hand, were uniform in size and bore distinct impressions of iron molds. It is unknown why the managers of the Grove brick making operation switched molding methods.  It is even possible that both molding methods were used simultaneously.   Geophysical examination of the two brick groups suggests, however, that they are distinct types. The brickmaking industry of the east branch of the Cooper River was most active in the decade that preceded the Civil War.  Federal census records indicate that Christ Church and St. Thomas & St. Denis Parishes produced more than 9,000,000 bricks annually, earning their operators returns of approximately $64,000.  More than one plantation owner “made his fortune” by producing brick. Producing brick for Charleston builders was vital to the East Cooper plantations, especially those which did not diversify.  During John Gordon’s ownership of the Grove, the Charleston City Directory changed his profession from “bricklayer” to “planter.” Census reports and other records indicated that John Gordon received a significant income producing brick on his three properties.  
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Interpretation of brick making at the Grove will expand historic understanding of the brick industries that were once an essential component of Cooper River plantations.  Further investigation of brick produced along the Cooper will build on XRF analysis conducted for this study.  XRF analysis of clay, sand and brick from the Grove have identified a distinctive signature that can, it is hoped, be used to identify brick burned at the Grove and laid up into Charleston buildings.  The application of this comparative technique will, on one level, confirm what is already historically well known.  Cooper River brick were used in Charleston.  The ability to identify Groove brick, to distinguish it from brick from other Cooper River sites and from brick making sites along the Ashley River may become a diagnostic tool that allows architectural historians to differentiate episodes of repair and rebuilding that current diagnostic methods cannot discern.  For the present, XRF testing confirms that it is possible to match a brick to its source through the comparison of certain trace elements. The results from the Grove have already shown a correlation between the source material at the Grove and bricks from Archdale Hall. These results will allow future study to locate the origin of other bricks in the Charleston area.    
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Appendix A Documents and Images 
 
Figure A - 1: Memorial of Land Title, Robert Rowand. Jesse Hogan Motes III and Margaret 
Peckham Motes, South Carolina Memorials: Abstracts of Land Titles (Greenville: Southern 
Historical Press, 1996), 301. 
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Figure A - 2: Colonial Land Grant, Robert Rowand. 
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Figure A - 3: Will of Clement Lemprier. 
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Figure A - 4: Will of Sarah Lemprier (1/5). 
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Figure A - 5: Will of Sarah Lemprier (2/5). 
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Figure A - 6: Will of Sarah Lemprier (3/5). 
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Figure A - 7: Will of Sarah Lemprier (4/5). 
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Figure A - 8: Will of Sarah Lemprier (5/5).   
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Figure A - 9: Charleston County RCM, C8-239.     
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Figure A - 10: City Directory 1829, John Gordon. 
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Figure A - 11: City Directory 1831, John Gordon. 
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Figure A - 12: City Directory 1840-1841, Edmund & William Ravenel. 
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Figure A - 13: City Directory 1855, William Ravenel. 
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Figure A - 13: City Directory 1860, Brick Dealers. 
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Figure A - 14: City Directory 1860, Ravenel & Co. 
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Figure A - 15: U.S. Census 1830. 
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Figure A - 16: U.S. Census 1860. 
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Figure A - 17: U.S. Census 1880. 
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Figure A - 18: Edmund Ravenel Index Card. 
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Figure A - 19: Charleston Fire Act 1740. 
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Figure A - 20: Charleston Fire Act 1740. 
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Figure A - 21: Charleston Fire Act 1740. 
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Figure A - 22: Charleston Fire Act 1740. 
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Figure A - 23: Rates of Wharfage, Charleston City Directory with Supplement 1835-1836.  
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Figure A - 24: XRF, All brick samples, no glaze samples included. Expanded spectrum. 
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Figure A - 25: XRF, Clay and sand samples, Expanded spectrum. 
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Figure A - 26: XRF, GC.T.A samples, expanded spectrum focusing on the patterns of elements 
heavier than iron. 
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Figure A - 27: XRF, GC.T.A samples, expected spectrum focusing on the patterns of rubidium, 
strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium. 
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Figure A - 28: Mortar Analysis (1/2). 
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Figure A - 29: Mortar Analysis (2/2).   
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        name grouping site type designation description   connections GC.K.A --- GC clamp A  below ground          GC.K.B --- GC clamp B            GC.S.A     building         GC.S.A-A S.A GC wall/ foundation A-A exterior above ground  GC.S.A-B S.A GC wall/ foundation A-B exterior above ground  GC.S.A-C S.A GC wall/ foundation A-C interior below ground  GC.S.A-D S.A GC wall/ foundation A-D interior level connected to GC.S.A-F 
GC.S.A-E S.A GC wall/ foundation A-E interior level connected to GC.S.A-F 
GC.S.A-F S.A GC wall/ foundation A-F exterior level  GC.S.A-G S.A GC wall/ foundation A-G interior below ground connected to GC.S.A-F GC.S.A-H S.A GC wall/ foundation A-H  below ground  GC.S.A-I S.A GC wall/ foundation A-I  below ground  GC.S.A-J S.A GC wall/ foundation A-J  below ground          GC.S.B --- GC river wall B  below ground          GC.W.A --- GC well A contained well           GC.W.B --- GC well B    Figure A - 30: Structure List. 
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Figure A - 31: Pine Sample (Photo Frances Pinto). 
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Figure A - 32: Clamp A Borescope. 
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Appendix B Maps 
 
Figure B - 1: Nature Trail Map (Trimble Outdoor Navigator). 
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Figure B - 2: USGS 1919, Melgrove Quadrangle. 
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Figure B - 3: USGS 1940, Melgrove Quadrangle. 
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Figure B - 4: USGS 1958, North Charleston Quadrangle. 
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Figure B - 5: USGS 1998, North Charleston Quadrangle. 
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Figure B - 6: Halsey Map of Charleston. 
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Figure B - 2: SC DNR LIDAR, Statewide Digital Elevation Model for South Carolina. 
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Appendix C Metal Conservation 
  Plan for The Treatment of Metal Artifacts Grove Creek Historic Industry Site  Frances Pinto December 3, 2014  HP 810 Frances Ford Richard Marks 
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Off the Cooper River, along Grove Creek are the remains of a plantation’s brick industry. Though the timeline of this industry is as of yet undetermined, the plantation is known to date to the mid 1700s.77 Little current knowledge of the brick production on this site existed until Hurricane Hugo uprooted several trees in 1989, exposing what remained of several clamps. Currently there is a graduate thesis study, conducted by the author, to explore the history of these clamps and their significance to the area. As this research is conducted, along with samples of historic bricks, metal artifacts, primarily wrought and cast iron, are being uncovered.   This report is to provide guidelines that are to be implemented at the BP Chemical – Cooper River Plant in Huger, South Carolina, for metal artifacts found on the property. Because of the nature of this site, procedures for unearthed metal artifacts are necessary to prevent mishandling. Without specialized training, cleaning methods that can damage artifacts may be chosen. This report was made necessary by the research conducted at the Grove Creek Historic Industry site on brick kilns adjacent to the creek. This investigation of brick kilns along Grove Creek as well as other educational or recreational activities that occur on the site, necessitate a plan for future artifacts that may be recovered. It is the goal of the property owners to use this site to promote the education of cultural and natural knowledge of the area. These recommendations are to further that goal, by facilitating others in the preservation of artifacts and increase comprehension of this site and its importance to the South Carolina Lowcountry.  
                                                 77 “C8:239.“Charleston County RCM 
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When artifacts are discovered, before being unearthed, their location must be noted. If located within the designated study area, the corresponding grid square location is to be noted. (see figure 1) If outside of this area, or if the grid square is unknown to the finder, the GPS coordinates may be recorded instead. The GPS application utilized at the time of this publication is “Trimble Outdoor Navigator,”78 which is available as a free mobile phone application. However, any method of determining the coordinates is permitted.  Upon recovery, each artifact is to be thoroughly documented. A process has been created for the recording of this data. All existing measurements are to be recorded. An index has been created to record this data from all artifacts. This index is used both for the bricks collected for the kiln thesis project, as well as any metal artifacts. The index is set to include length, width, and height, as well as any additional measurements specific to each individual artifact. (see figure 2) The artifacts are named by the location, associated structure and its designation, and the order in which it was found. For example, GC.S.A.17 was located adjacent to Grove Creek, at structure A, and was the 17th artifact from this area.  New artifacts are to be recorded on a New Artifact Survey form. (see figure 3) This form is to assist the finder of each artifact document all relevant information which is significant for future study. Some of this information is to be recorded on site while other aspects can be documented later. On site, the artifact category (nail, bracket, strap) or at least a description must be noted. Next to be recorded is the 
                                                 78 http://www.trimbleoutdoors.com  
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associated structure, if known to the finder. As previously stated, the location is the grid or GPS coordinates. This information particularly is critical for the site interpretation. An archaeological study is within the purview of future research for the Grove Creek site, and this evidence will be required for that study.  Next, each artifact should be photographed before cleaning and after each step in the cleaning process. Photographs are to be taken with a white background and with two light sources. The light sources are to eliminate shadows and illuminate all surfaces of the artifact. This standardizes all photographs in the catalogue and reduces the variations of images. Photographs should be taken of each side, with close ups of any relevant details. (see figure 4)  Following documentation, the artifact is submitted to a cleaning process. There are multiple methods that can be utilized without damaging the artifact. Initially, dirt and debris are removed with a series of nylon brushes. Metal brushes, files, and scouring pads are to be avoided as these could potentially disfigure the artifacts. Varying sizes of brushes and degrees of stiffness of the bristles should be used to properly clean all aspects and surfaces. With this step some imagination may be required through the creative use of unexpected tools. Brushes can range from artist paintbrushes, scrub brushes, toothbrushes, and baby bottle brushes.  Pressurized air can be used to remove light soiling in addition to dry brush cleaning, if there is apparent fragmentation of the artifact.79 The cleaner must 
                                                 
79 Yoichi Nishiyama, “Preservation Techniques for Metal Artifacts,” Nara University 
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ensure that delicate artifacts are not damaged. Air pressure should initially be set as low as possible, and increased by gradual increments. Air can be used at any stage of cleaning to remove debris or to dry between treatments.  Another cleaning method is submersion in a caffeinated beverage such as Coca-Cola or Pepsi. (see figure 5) While not the most effective method, as a temporary storage method, it does restrict deterioration until electrolysis or other stabilizing methods are used. Phosphoric acid is a common chemical treatment for iron artifacts. But as it does not prevent further deterioration it is not a permanent solution.80 Treating with a phosphoric acid solution is referred to as “phosphating.”81 This is a rust conversion technique which converts the outer layer of rust to iron phosphate.82 While care must be taken with the use of a phosphoric acid solution, the cola contains such a small amount of phosphoric acid it does not present a problem. When using the cola the artifact should periodically be inspected. (see figure 6) The artifact should remain submerged so additional soda may be required. Additionally, the cola should be changed regularly to remove debris and deter the growth of mold. (see figure 7) 
                                                                                                                                                 
.  80 Hamilton, Donny L., “Methods of Conserving Archaeological Material from Underwater Sites” (Texas A&M University, 2010) 
81 “How To Remove Rust From Iron Relics & Artifacts by Electrolysis.” Metal 
Dectecting World, 
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Electrolysis is an excellent treatment for the cleaning of iron artifacts. It requires little instruction and can be conducted in a limited amount of space. The advantage that an acid treatment has over electrolysis is that of time. For sizable artifacts electrolysis can take months to years. Given that most artifacts from this site are fragments of nails and small plates, the process will not take quite so long.  For this report, the artifact subjected to electrolysis is GC.S.A.17. (see figure 8) There are several supplies necessary for this treatment: a power source; a sacrificial metal, such as wire mesh; wire to connect the power to the artifact; nonconductive supports, seen in the illustrations as 2 boards; sodium carbonate, washing soda; and water. (see figure 9) Depending on the power source used, it is recommended to monitor the output of the experiment with a voltage meter. (see figure 10) This ensures that the power supply does not overhead and cause damage to the artifact. The process is a simple one, contaminates are drawn out of the artifact through the completion of an electrical circuit.   For the electrolysis process, a waterproof container, in this example a plastic tub, is lined with ¼ inch steel mesh. (see figure 11) This mesh serves as the sacrificial material. Where two different metals are placed together, one will sacrifice to another. In this case, the mesh will deteriorate rather than the artifact. In the illustration the mesh has been clamped to the tub, this is not necessary to the process, but is simply to keep the edges out of the way. Two boards are placed across the opening to suspend the artifact from. (see figure 12) From each support a wire is suspended which holds the artifact in the tub, above the mesh. The coated 
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wire must be stripped where it wraps around the artifact. The wire is secured at each support. Its ends are also stripped then the ends of each wire are twisted together. The wire loops are then connected to each other, either by wire or metal rod. (see figure 13) Water and sodium carbonate are then added to the tub. For this process, a 5% sodium carbonate solution is adequate. This is a less caustic than other solutions, such as sodium hydroxide, though it is less conductive and requires higher concentrations. 83 The water should completely cover the artifact. A power supply, in the illustration a 12 V battery charger, is connected to the artifact. The positive lead attaches to the wire supporting the artifact, while the negative lead is attached to the sacrificial mesh. This arrangement causes the charge to travel from the power, through the artifact, through the water, to the mesh, and completes the circuit. The arrangement should be occasionally monitored with a voltage meter to ensure the power source does not over heat.(see figure 14) Though the process is slow, results can be seen even in short term applications. (see figures 15 – 17) After the cleaning process is complete, the use of a rust inhibitor is recommended. The type of inhibitor used is dependent on the storage or display of the artifact. Most sources agree that there are several criteria for the selection of a sealant: reversibility, impermeability, natural looking, and transparency/translucent.84 Any nonreversible treatments, such as rustoleum, should be avoided. A temporary solution is the use of an oil or oil based product as a 
                                                 83 Hamilton, Donny L. 84 Hamilton, Donny L. 
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water displacer.  WD-40 is such an example of a temporary coating. It and other are protect the artifact, and are easily removed when desired. These products must be reapplied regularly and so are not considered a long-term solution.  There are multiple wax applications which are more lasting solutions. Microcrystalline wax is suitable coating for uses both indoors and out. However this process involves placing the artifact in a vat of the wax, heated above the boiling point of water. It is therefore, considered outside the scope of these guidelines. Briwax, conversely, can be applied with common household supplies. The artifact is heated with a hairdryer or lamp until warm and the product, a solvent blend of beeswax and carnauba wax, is directly applied with a cloth.85 Though now considered an outdated method due to wax solvents, beeswax and paraffin wax can be used as a coating for artifacts stored indoors.86 The cleaning process described in this paper are recommended for the site at Grove Creek due to the lack of specialized training and supplies required for the process. This is by no means the only possible technique. If faster, more extensive results are desired, the artifacts can be taken to a laboratory, such as the Warren Lasch Conservation Lab where more extensive, chemical treatments can be applied.    
                                                 85 “How To Remove Rust From Iron Relics & Artifacts by Electrolysis” 
86 Valentin Boissonnas. “An Introduction to the History of Metals Conservation.” The 
Metals Conservation Summer Institute, 2006.  
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